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A Certain Class of p-Series Transformations* 
H. M. SRWASTAVA 
Deparrmerrl g/ Mathematics. l~nirersir~ qf‘ L’icforia. 
Vicroria, British Columbia V8 U’ 2 1’2. Canada 
A large number of summation and transformation formulas for a certain class of 
double hypergeometric series are observed here to follow fairly readily from a single 
known result which. in turn, is a very special case of one of six genera1 expansion 
formulas given in the literature. Generalizations and unifications of these expansion 
formulas involving series with essentially arbitrary terms are presented. It is also 
shown how the various series transformations considered in this paper admit them- 
selves of y-extensions which are capable of unifying numerous scattered results in 
the theory of basic double hypergeometric functions. i 1935 Academic Press Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the usual notations, let (a), = T(cc + n)/T(a) and define the generalized 
hypergeometric series in one and two variables by 
F (a,); 
r ’ (/I,); -’ [ 1 = i rI;= 1 (L7/), g ,,=O r-I:= I (h;L n! 
and 
(1.1) 
respectively. (Here. and in what follows, (a,) abbreviates the array of r 
parameters a,,..., arr with similar interpretations for (b,), etc.; see also [35, 
p. 423, Eq. (26) cr seq.].) 
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Making use of the following summation formula of Carlitz [8, p. 416, 
Eq. (9)l 
-M, P; -N,P’; I 1 
a-fi’-M+l; r-P-N+ 1; ’ 1 
=(P+8’)Mt.~(pl-X),11(B-r).v’ M, N= 0. 1, 2,..., (1.3) 
Sharma [20] has recently derived two transformation formulas for double 
hypergeometric series. Sharma’s proof of his first formula’ [20, p. 820, 
Eq. (311 
F;;f;f 
[ 
/I+/?-a: p,;'; /I',-y'; 1 1 
p+p: 6: 6'; ' 1 f(s)f(6')f(a-p-y+6)f(a-/Y--y'+s') =r(s-~)f(s'-~')r(~-p+s)r(a-~'~s') 
P’. ;‘; 
X-j+& 
p, I”; 1 1 
a-fi'+S'; ' 1 (1.4) 
depends heavily upon Carlitz’ result (1.3) and Gauss’ summation theorem 
[32, p. 28, Eq. (1.7.6)], while the proof of Sharma’s second formula [20, 
p. 822, Eq. (1 1 )] 
FM; 
[ 
p + p’ - ‘: -M, P, 7; 
p + p’: s,l-U+p+y-s-M; 
-N, P’,y’; 1 l 
S’, 1-%++‘+~‘-6’-N; ’ 1 =(6-r),(6'-Il'),(cr-B+s)M(tl-pf+6')N (S),JS'),v(ci -/I ->' +S),JCI - j?' -1" +S'), 
-N-, fl, i”; 
LY - /3’ + S’, 1 + ‘i” - 8’ - N; 1, 1 (1.5) 1 
uses (1.3) and Saalschtitz’ theorem [32, p. 49, Eq. (2.3.1.3)]. 
’ Incidentally, the transformation formula (1.4) was given earlier by Singal [30, p. 327, 
Eq. (1.2)]. 
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It may be of interest to point out that (1.3 1, (1.4) and (1.5), and indeed a 
considerably large number of other results scattered in the literature (see, 
for example. [l-4. 9-12, 17-19, 21-27. 29-31, 33]), are contained (as 
easily derivable special cases) in the following result of the present author 
[34, p. 52. Eq. (8)‘]: 
% ta)n(Y - a)n nJ= I t”j)n II;= I lCj)n tS?‘)’ 
=.$ (7+n-l),,(7)2,,n;=, (b,),n:=, V,), n! 
x F.s+, 1tl 
[ 
(a,)+n. x+n: 
(h,)+n, i’+2n: s 1 
which holds true whenever both sides have a meaning. Formula ( 1.4). for 
instance, would follow if in (1.6) we set r = II = 2, s = ~7 = 1, 7 = p + /I?, 
a, = /?, a, = 7, h, = 6, c, = /3’, c? = ;“, ‘I, = 6’, transform the 3Fz’s by apply- 
ing a well-known result [13, p. 499, Eq. (6.1)], and then interpret the 
resulting series by means of (1.6) itself. Formula (lS), on the other hand, 
follows from (1.6) if we similarly apply another known transformation [32, 
p. 64, Eq. (2.4.1.7)] between two terminating Saalschiitzian lF,( 1) series, 
while Carlitz’ result ( 1.3) can be deduced from ( 1.6) by using Saalschiitz’ 
theorem [32, p. 49. Eq. (2.3.1.3)] in a rather straightforward manner. 
Formula ( 1.6) is indeed a very special case of one of six general expan- 
sion formulas involving hypergeometric functions which we derived earlier 
by employing the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform techniques in 
conjunction with the method of multidimensional mathematical induction 
(cf. [34. p. 48, Eq. (7); p. 49, Eq. (8); p. 50, Eqs. (11 ) to (14)]). Since each 
of these expansion formulas (or inverse series relations) can easily be exten- 
ded to hold true for series with essentially arbitrary terms, we recall our 
earlier results in slightly more general forms given by 
THEOREM 1. Let ‘i ’ ’ t ‘,,,’ ,p,, ) ~mtl I v,! ] he bounded sequences I$ arhitrur?~ 
complex numbers. 
Then, for arhitruy complex parameters CI and ;*, 7 # 0. - 1, - 2..... 
a /+m+nw-a), . 
=/ ,,,, z-O ( (;q),+,,,+,,r(y), 
y )P’ ( --xv)‘l 
n,+,i,+*,~,+“‘,,,+,I!~n!. (1.7) 
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= i (?)‘““+,,n,+.,,+2,p,~+,r,,,+.~,~~. 
l.m.n =0 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
provided that the series involved converge absolutely. 
The series transformations (1.7) to (1.12) can be proved directly by 
starting from their right-hand sides, replacing 1 and m by I- n and m - n, 
respectively, and summing the resulting n-series by appealing to one or the 
other known hypergeometric summation theorems. In case we similarly use 
Dougall’s theorem [32, p. 56, Eq. (2.3.4.4)] instead, we shall be led to an 
interesting unification of ( 1.7) to (1.12) contained in 
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THEOREM 2. C:nder rhr hypotheses c?f‘ Theorm I ( 
f (~h+,,(B+?- 1),+,,,(B+~-a),+,,,(P),(P),,~ , .b”‘i -- 
i. WI = 0 (~),+,,,(a),(a),,,(B+i’-a),(B+;‘-a),,, Af+rnP”H, I! m! 
= .+ (P)f+nj+n(P+Y- l),+,,,+3n(j’-X),(a--p),(1!)2, 
,,,,,:;;=. (y+n- 1),~(1’)~,+ri3’)n,+~,~(r)niB+~-r)N 
.g \“‘I ( -,y,.)” 
X*/+,,,+,,,~‘,,+/~‘,,,+,,I!ri’~ . n! ’ 
provided that each side has u meaning. 
Formulas (1.7) to ( 1.12) follow readily from the series transformation 
( 1.13) when we suitably let one or two of the parameters ~1, fl, )’ tend to 
infinity. Notice that (1.12) can be derived also from (1.9) by making the 
following parametric changes in ( 1.9): 
nevertheless, we have chosen to record both ( 1.9) and (1.12) for the sake of 
completeness of the pairs of inverse series relations studied in [34]. 
A limiting case of ( 1.13) when x + #CC yields the series transformation 
which incidentally is not contained in Theorem 1. 
Formulas (1.13) and (1.15) generalize the main results of Singal [28]. 
2. A ~-EXTENSION OF THEOREM 2 
For real or complex q, 141 < 1, let 
(2.1) 
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for arbitrary LX and /?, so that 
i 
1, 
(a;q)n= (l-cr)(l-crq)...(l-crq”-‘), 
if n = 0, 
V’nE {1,2, 3 ),.. }, (2.2) 
and 
(a; 41x =n (1 -q’). 
J=o 
(2.3) 
We now state a a-extension of the series transformation (1.13) as 
THEOREM 3. For bounded complex sequences {An), {pH) and { \I,,), 
.f (a; 4),+m(PYk q)r+m(BY/q; q)r+m(P; 4MP; 4L 
(.m=o (Yi q),+m(a; q),(w sMPrla; sMPrk 4L 
x’ 1 -“I X3,,+,,,+r,C(n+rVm+nq”~2’n’n-“-~ WV)“, (2.4) 
(4; q)r(q; 4)m (4; 4)n 
provided that each side exists. 
Proof: For convenience, let Q(x, y) denote the second member of the 
a-series transformation (2.4). On replacing 1 and m in Q(x, I’) by I - n and 
M - n, respectively, if we make use of the appropriate g-identities recorded 
by Slater [32, pp. 241-2421, we shall find that 
4 
-/, pyql+m-l, q-m; 
Yd 4 l-l-nllfl, yqm; 4, q ’ 1 (2.5) 
where, as usual, ,@, denotes the generalized a-hypergeometric function 
defined, for nonnegative integers r and s, by [32, p. 90, Eq. (3.2.1.1 l)]: 
(2.6) 
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The terminating y-hypergeometric y@7 series in (2.5) is ~le~j. retell poised 
and indeed summable by Jackson’s theorem [32. p. 94, Eq. (3.3. I. I j]. 
From (2.5) we thus arrive at the first member of (2.4). and the proof of 
Theorem 3 is completed. 
3. SOME INTERESTING DED~JCTIONS 
We begin by recording the following a-extensions of the series transfor- 
mations (1.7) to (1.12): 
= i (r;.q)I+,,,+,,(i’la; 4L 1 
/.r,r.rr = 0 (Y* 4) /+m+2nk II),, 
l+m+?nP,+/‘nr+,, 
/ 
(I.2pz(fl- I) x V n’ 
x4 
( -ax~)~ 
k&q)rG (4;qLl ’ 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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=,~~~o(yq~-~~q)~(~‘~~+,(y~q~~+2~i’im+2~~~+rY~+~ . , 
(312)nb- I) ( - YXY)” x’ Yrn x4 (4; 4h (4; 4)m (4; 4)n ’ 
(3.5) 
and 
O” il I+m PIVm x’ y” 
j,m =o y; 9)r(Y; 9)m (4; 4h (4; 4hn c, -- 
which further generalize many of the g-extensions of the results of 
Burchnall and Chaundy [7] due, for example, to Jackson [14, 151 and 
Jain [16]. 
The a-series transformations (3.1) to (3.6) would follow from the general 
result (2.4) if we suitably make one or two of the parameters a, /I, y 
approach zero. Indeed, except for (3.5), the above consequences of (2.4) 
can be proven directly by using one or the other known summation 
theorems for a-hypergeometric series. In order to prove (3.5) directly, we 
shall require the summation theorem 
(6 dN 
= (a/b; qlN’ 
N=O, 1, 2 ,..., (3.7) 
which is, of course, a limiting case of Jackson’s theorem used above in 
proving Theorem 3. Another a-summation theorem, complementary to 
(3.7), is also derivable from Jackson’s theorem in the form 
(ai 9)N 
=(a,b;q)Nb-N’ 
N=O, 1,2 ,.... (3.8) 
Both (3.7) and (3.8) do not seem to have been recorded earlier. 
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Yet another interesting consequence of Theorem 3, when CI = 0, leads to 
the series transformation 
(3.9) 
which is a g-extension of ( 1 .I5 ). 
By appropriately specializing the sequences (&j, (p,,} and {v,,) we can 
derive a large number of expansion formulas for a-hypergeometric 
functions of two variables or for the product of two a-hypergeometric 
functions. Thus we shall be led from the above g-series transformations to 
the corrected versions of the various expansions of basic double 
hypergeometric functions, which were proved earlier by Jackson [14, 151 
by using an inverse pair of certain a-operators. Our a-series transformation 
(3.3) alone, for example, provides a unification (and generalization) of the 
obviously distinct results (33), (36), (39), (42), (43), (45) and (48) of 
Jackson [ 14, pp. 755771, as well as (3 1) to (40) of Jackson [ 15, 
pp. 53-541. 
Finally, we give a a-extension of (1.6) as an obvious special case of our 
formula (3.2): 
@If-ju 
[ 
a: (a,); (c,,J; 
L.t.1, ~: (b,); (d,,); q;s, J’ 1 
where we have used familiar notations for g-hypergeometric functions, 
which are essentially analogous to ( 1.1) and (1.2); see also (2.6). 
It is not difficult to deduce from (3.10) appropriate a-analogues of the 
aforementioned hypergeometric transformations and summation formulas 
which are contained in (1.6), nor does it seem out of place to mention that 
(3.10) can also be used to (alternatively) derive many known a-results (cf. 
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[S, 6, 16 and 361) including, for example, the following q-summation 
formulas of Al-Salam [5]: 
@1~2;2 a: p, q-M. 
B’T q-.v; 1.1.1 [ 9; 
7: 
6: 
b, -I. 
49 4 1 
(Y/a; q)A4+.&IP; 4)dYIB’; 4)N 
= (7; dM+ N(yIaB; 4Ld~IaP’; qJN’ 
1’=PP’,y6=apq’-“~,)r6’=~p’q’-~; (3.11) 
where M and N are nonnegative integers. 
Formula (3.11) is a g-extension of Carlitz’s result (1.3). 
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